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First in a trilogy, this magical novel will whisk you away to a Scottish isle with mysterious 
curses, family feuds, and a dash of romance.

Soon after moving in with her grandfather, Sky Lamar realises that no one prepared her for life on the 
remote Scottish isle of Sidh. Not only is the old feud between the Lamars and MacLeods still going 
strong, resulting in a particularly frosty welcome, there are also several types of curses wandering the 
island – ranging from minor annoyances to absolutely deadly. And for some reason, Sky seems to be 
especially attuned to them!  
Since messing with the curses is forbidden and could get her banned, no one can find out! Not Jamie, 
the gruff girl Sky tries to befriend, and especially not Rory MacLeod, who of all people, albeit 
grudgingly, happens to be the only person willing to reveal the island’s secrets to Sky and who 
triggers a variety of conflicting emotions in her. 
When the curses suddenly change and new ones appear, Sky finds herself in a balancing act trying 
to keep her secret while figuring out what is going on … 
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Creative People:

 Tina Blase always had to try out a lot of things to find what’s good. Author:
After three study programmes and countless internships, traineeships, and 
jobs, she landed on writing books as a freelance author and editor – and 
doesn’t want to do anything else ever again. Along the way, she graduated in 
cultural studies, got a scholarship for the Academy for Children’s Media, and 
started a family, with which she now lives in Hamburg after multiple trips 
throughout the world.

 Tristan Elwell is an illustrator based in the Hudson Valley of New Illustrator:
York.


